
COMFORTABLY TRACK VITAL SIGNS AND SLEEP DATA

With contactless health sensors to track your heart rate and other vital signs — plus Hello Ergo 
voice activation and smart home features to help you rise and shine — Quest Zone helps you make 
the most of each day and night. While you rest, our proprietary app synthesizes the data to create 
insightful reports on snoring, movement, and more. And with luxury features like active head tilt 
articulation to relieve pressure from the neck while you read, work, or watch television, Quest Zone fits 
comfortably into your lifestyle

WAKE UP TO 
WELLNESS
With contactless health sensors

VOICE
ACTIVATION



QUEST ZONE KEY FEATURES

Wireless Remote
Our 19-button wireless remote includes one-touch operation for some of our 
most popular settings.

Head and Foot Articulation
Quest Zone offers the flexibility to elevate the head and/or foot of your mattress 
to ease joint pain, reduce snoring, or simply relax with a book or movie.

One-Touch Flat Preset
With the press of a button, gravity brings the bed back to a flat position so you 
can get into and out of bed with ease.

2 Programmable Presets 
Two of the buttons are easily customizable to keep your favorite positions within 
easy reach.

Zero G 
This dedicated button raises the legs slightly above the heart to promote 
circulation and relieve lower back pressure. We think it’s the next-best thing to a 
zero-gravity experience.

Relaxation Mode
Two high-power, low-noise sonic massage motors help you unwind in the comfort 
of your home.

Underbed Lights
Soft LED lighting under your bed helps guide you through the dark safely.

Dual USB Ports
Provides the ultimate in convenience for USB devices. Charging or powering 
phones, tablets or other devices is within easy reach. 

12" Stackable Legs
The base can be set to a variety of heights to accommodate different style 
preferences or allow for underbed storage.

Voice Control
Simply speak your commands, and Quest Zone adjusts to help you relax, rest, 
or rise to face the day.

Zero Clearance
The sleek, practical design keeps motors and linkages in a position where they 
do not interfere with underbed storage, bed slats, or support.

Active Head Tilt
This comfortably clever feature nudges the uppermost part of your mattress 
forward just enough to support your neck — with no extra pillow required.

Lumbar Support
Enjoy exceptional lumbar support, easily adjusted with the push of a button or
a spoken command.

Wall Saver
We like to think of this feature as a frustration saver — keeping your bedside 
table within reach as the rolling chassis adjusts to your perfect position.

Contactless Health Sensors
Unobtrusively tracks heart rate, breathing, snoring and more — with mobile app 
connectivity to produce related reports.

Smart Home Features
Make the most of each night and day with our Connected Bed App to tap into 
your favorite home automations with any smart device. Includes Bluetooth/WiFi 
connectivity with wireless sync control box.

Zero Standby Power System 
The Ergomotion bed features energy-
efficient technology to help you cut your 
bills and your environmental footprint. 
When not in use, the Ergomotion bed 
consumes less than 1 watt of energy. 

Gravity Release 
Ergomotion beds feature a slow, 
controlled return to a flat position 
powered only by gravity to minimize 
pinch points.

Power Outage Protection  
If electrical power is lost, you can bring
the base to a flat position by pressing 
the button on the power-down box 
under the base.

EXCEPTIONALLY CRAFTED

Silent Drive Motors 
The reliable Ergomotion motors are 
designed for extremely quiet operation, 
so you won’t be disturbed while 
lounging, reading, or sleeping.

ACCESSORY OPTIONS
Interchangeable Leg Options 
A variation of styles are available, 
including 3-in-1 legs. The 3" + 6" leg 
heights can work separately or together  
for a height of up to 9 inches.

Headboard Brackets
Connect your Ergomotion adjustable 
base to your favorite headboard with 
our brackets for a polished look to 
complement your decor.

For more information call 
(888) 550-3746
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Self-Diagnostic Tool
Making world-class customer service even better, this self-diagnosing control 
box identifies any issues and aids with technical assistance.


